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Reinvigorating Film Studies: An Immodest Proposal Murat Akser
It has been almost fifty years when film studies have entered into university curricula. The first courses were available under English departments and later film studies began operating as individual departments. Scholarly journals followed suit. The publication of Screen and Cinema Journal were later followed by Quarterly Review of Film and Video, Cineaction and others. For each period, there was a major theoretical debate, fuelled by the inclinations of the editors and contributors. The semiotic turn, feminist movement, apparatus theory and later race and identity politics became staple topics for film studies journals. For a time auteur director studies and national cinema approches were favored and then historical, in-depth archival film analyses dominated. The first issue is a beginning and like all beginnings it is the first step of a long journey. I hope we achive our aims of perfection through variety in the coming issues. The best is yet to come!
